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Introduction
It is my pleasure to again introduce to you the Annual Reports for The Baptist Union of
Queensland (Queensland Baptists – QB). This is the 141st annual report since we began
meeting as an association, and these reports continue to chronicle the growth and development
of us as a denomination across this great state.
These reports focus on the events and activities of QB’s ministries throughout 2017. The timing
of the release of the reports make this somewhat more remarkable than usual, because they
will be talking about events up to around six months ago by the time you get to read them. This
is of course because our Annual Assembly in 2018 is being held in July instead of the usual
timing in April. It is a little complicated why we came to that decision, but the success of our
annual convention at QCCC in Mapleton over recent years is a significant part of it. The number
of people involved at this event has grown significantly over the last half-dozen years, and the
average age of those involved has significantly reduced. An important part of this has been
holding the Convention program in a family friendly location in the school holidays, and
encouraging our younger Pastors and their families to get involved. Come to 2018 and we find
our usual dates for Convention clashed with the Commonwealth Games. Thanks to the
significant commitment to supporting the games effort at QCCC Tamborine, not to mention the
enticement for members of Assembly to attend this great sporting event, we elected to move
the date and location of Convention. But to keep it in school holidays, this meant moving to July
and it was therefore appealing to hold Convention in North Queensland.
So, the Annual Reports will be presented to and formally adopted at the Annual Assembly to be
held on Friday 6th July 2018 in the Joseph Banks Ballroom at Cairns Rydges Esplanade Resort,
located at 209-217 Abbott Street, Cairns. The traditional “Pastors and Spouses” program
leading up to the Annual Assembly will be broadened to be open for all the QB family. By the
time you see these reports, registrations for the entire program will be closed, but members of
Assembly are still encouraged to attend the Business Day (AGM) on the Friday if they are able.
There is again no cost involved with attending the Friday program but we will need to know your
details so we can register you with the hotel, and ensure there is catering available for you.
I again make comment on the report format we have adopted in recent years by starting with a
disclaimer – this is not like an annual report produced for a public company. Its focus is not
about financial growth and other metrics, but it is designed to tell the story of what has happened
in our ministries in the last 12 months. If you are keen to see the financial reports, they are
available on our web site, through the ACNC Portal, or directly upon application to us. But this
document instead is a celebration of all God is doing through our joint ministries in Queensland.
Contributions have been made by all the Ministry Leaders, and I thank them on your behalf for
their efforts to capture the details of what they have been doing on our behalf. Copies of these
reports will be sent to all churches and ministry groups, and will also be made available to all
members of Assembly attending the Business Day program. Additional copies are available if
you wish to contact the QB offices.
Thank you for your ongoing support of QB and its ministries, and I hope you will be suitably
encouraged as you read through these reports. If you are able to join us in Cairns, I look forward
to seeing you on 6th July!
Phillip McCallum
Director – Administrative Services
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General Superintendent
There was a man of the Pharisee sect, Nicodemus, a
prominent leader among the Jews. Late one night he
visited Jesus and said, “Rabbi, we all know you’re a
teacher straight from God. No one could do all the
God-pointing, God-revealing acts you do if God
weren’t in on it.” Jesus said, “You’re absolutely right.
Take it from me: Unless a person is born from above,
it’s not possible to see what I’m pointing to—to God’s
kingdom.”(John 3:1-3, The Message)
No one knows why Nicodemus came at night. Perhaps
it was the only time he was free or he didn’t want to be
seen. Then again, maybe he couldn’t sleep as this
question was burning within him. Until now he had
been a silent observer. He saw what Jesus was doing
and it didn’t “fit” with his known paradigm. Something was happening. How come? Jesus
response is clear. It has to do with the Kingdom of God. In its simplest form, God doing His thing
in His way and we fit in with Him – as followers of Jesus. It is sad to see those that manipulate
things their way and then seek God’s blessing. As Queensland Baptists, let’s always seek God’s
Kingdom and see what “God-revealing acts” we do as we follow Jesus. We do not work for God,
we work with Him!
A. OTHER MATTERS
1.

Ministry Team

God has gifted us with a special Ministry Team! They serve the Lord Jesus and Queensland
Baptists in an exceptional manner. The team for 2017 is listed in the following table 1. General Superintendent
2. Regional Consultant
3. Regional Consultant
4. Regional Consultant
5. Regional Consultant
6. Regional Consultant
7. Director ASG
8. CEO Carinity
9. Principal Malyon
10. Principal The Training Collaborative
11. QB Youth Coordinator
12. MTQ Leader
13. Global Missions Coordinator
14. BWAID Australia
15. QB Kids
16. QBW Coordinator
17. QCCC Coordinator
18. Defence Chaplain
19. Defence Chaplain
20. Defence Chaplain
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David Loder
Stephen Ball
Pieter Henning
Emil Rahimov
Stewart Pieper
Warren Crank
Phillip McCallum
Jon Campbell
John Sweetman
Andrew McCafferty
Aaron Fozzard
Colin Stoodley
Bob Rogers
Andy Coller
Sally Contessi
Cathy Knechtli
Andrew Grant
Kerry Larwill
Stephen Thomas
Troy Urlichs

21. Defence Chaplain
22. Defence Chaplain
23. Defence Chaplain

Wayne Ross
Andrew Rutley
Karen Haynes

During this year we saw some changes. Warren Crank concluded during the year as a Regional
Consultant to pursue his Red Dirt Ministry in a full-time capacity. We trust God richly blesses
this church planting movement. John Sweetman concluded as Principal of Malyon College. He
has made an outstanding contribution. Queensland Baptists have appointed Peter Francis as
his replacement.
2.

Minister Supervised

The implementation of the Training Review is all but completed. A significant change has been
a new category for ministers registered for the first time – Minister Supervised. You will see this
new category in the list below. A huge thanks to Stephen Ball for his work in establishing this
pathway to ministry which will better equip ministers for their roles.
3.

QB Ministers

Our count of QB ministers as of 31 January 2018 is shown below with corresponding counts for
recent years. Ministerial Services have changed the categories of ministers and we are in the
transition phase so the figures do not correspond exactly. You will note the new category of
Minister supervised and the removal of other categories.

4.

Category

2016

2017

2018

Registered Minister Ordained

144

139

143

Registered Minister Unordained

127

126

134

Registered Minister Provisional

19

4

7

Registered Minister Supervised

n/a

n/a

14

Retired Ministers (Ordained)

82

89

99

Retired Ministers (Unordained)

20

22

27

Ministers Ordained

6

5

1

Ministers Unordained

1

0

0

Ministers Ordained, Missionary

2

0

0

Ministers Ordained, Special Services

4

1

8

Total

405

393

433

Partnership SSEC

Our formal partnership with SSEC was renewed this year. Rev Bishop Matthias Lima from SSEC
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signed the agreement at our Assembly this last year and then I travelled to the Solomon Islands
to sign the document in the presence of their National Executive.
5.

Discipleship

I remain convinced that discipleship needs to be central to all we do. This is the heart of Jesus,
to make disciples of all nations. We have become so used to the thought it has tended to lose
the urgency associated with it. We will be continuing to promote “authentic discipleship that
leads to intentional disciple-making.”
B. MY ROLE AND FUNCTIONING
This is my last annual report as the General Superintendent. I want to thank you for your support
over the period of time that I have served the Lord Jesus and Queensland Baptists in this
capacity. It has been both an honour and a humbling experience to serve in this capacity.
There are many who need to be thanked and I acknowledge some, running the risk of omitting
some notables. There have been many that I have thanked in other settings or personally.
Ministry Team. I am sure you will join me in thanking God for the Ministry Team that He has
blessed Queensland Baptists with over the years. There are those I have worked closer with –
the Director of Admin Services and the Regional Consultants. As well as being ministry
colleagues, many are now also personal friends.
Past Presidents. The role of President ceased some years ago but the Past Presidents and their
spouses still meet a couple of times each year. They maintain a very keen and prayerful interest
in Queensland Baptists and I thank them for the support they have been to me as well.
Churches. Working with churches and preaching in many of them has been a real delight. You
are the reason we exist! Thank you for the welcome you extended to us as we ministered
amongst you.
Pastors. What a team! Thank you for your ongoing encouragement. It has been a delight to
serve alongside you and share the journey together.
Personal Assistants. Grace Davis taught me how to use a PA. Kylie Dresher (now Gallagher)
introduced me to technology. Ann Armour has persevered with me for over ten years! In all this
time she has excelled in her role and released me to function in the way I have been able to.
Many, many changes have occurred during her tenure and she has adapted to them all in an
amazing way. Thanks Ann!
Family. My wife, Ann, has shared the journey in life and ministry. We have shared,
unequivocally, the call God has placed on our lives in serving in this role. The demands of the
role were high both in quantity and type with constant new challenges. Along with these were
the delightful blessings that God confers on us. I am so grateful to Ann for creating an
environment that allows me to function as I do. A very sincere thank you! To a lesser extent our
children and grandchildren have also been a support and shown forgiveness and understanding
when ministry had to come before family events.
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C. FINAL THANKS
There have been so many changes that have occurred during my tenure that it is impossible to
list them all. It has been God who has sustained me through these years and to Him I give the
glory for what was accomplished during this time.

David Loder (Rev Dr)
General Superintendent
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Board Chair
Last Sunday, a special service was held at my home church to
baptise a young man with a very restricted lifestyle due to some
significant disabilities. Following the service, the father of this
young man wrote, “We are truly grateful that the church offered to
host a special service just for our son. It was such a blessing and
our hearts are still overflowing with joy. We were delighted that so
many were able to attend and experience the love of God in
action. We are so blessed to have a church family who has
extended so much love towards him.”
This is the sort of love, support and care being expressed by
nearly two hundred Baptist churches throughout our State.
Thousands and thousands of people are being impacted every
week, revealing so clearly that the Kingdom of God has indeed
broken into our world. Thank you to everyone who is playing a part through our Baptist movement
in the Holy Spirit’s missional plans in our state and beyond.
As a Board entrusted with the governance responsibilities of Queensland Baptists, I want to again
thank those who have prayed for us through another year. During our monthly meetings, we have
been conscious of the Spirit’s leading as we discussed and prayed over issues and sought to
discern the will of Jesus, who is the head of Queensland Baptists. Let me report briefly on just a
few of these matters.
The most significant work completed by the Board in 2017 was the search for a new Principal for
Malyon College. With the indicated conclusion of Rev Dr John Sweetman as Malyon’s principal
towards the end of 2017, the Board appointed a group led by Rev Dr David Loder to search for a
new principal. We are thankful to God for the provision of Rev Dr Peter Francis, Malyon’s Vice
Principal, who was appointed to take up this important role in our denomination at a special
Assembly in August. The Board recognises the very valuable contribution John has made over the
past 15 years and assures Peter of our prayers as he takes up the responsibility of leading our
tertiary theological training college.
Another major Board focus during 2017 was establishing a review of Queensland Baptists. A group
of four Board members were tasked with this responsibility. The purpose of the Review was to
review the overall functioning of Queensland Baptists, the purpose of QB, the role of the Board, the
relationship of the Charter Groups & ministries and the connection between QB and constituent
churches. The first phase of the review was to survey Queensland Baptist Pastors with 176 pastors
responding. Rev Dr Ian Hussey at Malyon college analysed the data and compiled a report. The
second phase of the review focussed on the internal operations of QB. Eighteen key ministry staff
and leaders were interviewed by Mr Andrew Pounder an independent external consultant. At the
2017 Board retreat in October both these reports were presented and discussed. The Board
concluded the weekend agreeing unanimously there were changes we needed to consider. The
third phase of the review will be completed in 2018 and will focus on analysing statistical data,
interviewing state Baptist leaders and the heads of other denominations, gaining further input
through pastors’ focus groups and other research. These three data gathering phases will enable
the Review group to bring a series of recommendations to the Board concerning the next five years
of ministry through Queensland Baptists.
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There were many other matters the Board gave prayerful consideration during 2017. Rev Stewart
Pieper was appointed to the interim role as the Associate General Superintendent and began
working more closely with Rev Dr David Loder. The Administrative Services Group, along with
Board representatives and the leadership team of Baplink worked on the establishment of the
Baplink Management Committee. This group will provide increased expertise and support for this
growing and valued arm of QB. We give thanks for the leadership of Mr Robert Chapman as Baplink
Manager. The care of children and young people throughout our churches also remains an
important Board priority and we thank God for the hard work of Rev Ken Conwell our Professional
Standards officer. Recommendations from the Royal Commission into Child Safety, including
issues relating to the National Redress scheme, are being carefully considered by the Board.
The Board has continued to appreciate the tremendous work of so many throughout all the
ministries of Queensland Baptists. The valued contribution by the Charter groups, those leading
these arms and the council members sharing in governance responsibilities. We also thank God
for the diligence of the Regional Consultants and all the ministry leaders and their staff teams
supporting so much ministry throughout the churches. The work of Phillip MacCallum as Director
of Administrative services and the advice of the Administration Services Group has been
appreciated by the Board. Effective administration is so important in undergirding Kingdom work.
The Board again expresses its gratitude for the contribution David Loder has made as our General
Superintendent. David’s hard work in overseeing such a large organisation and bearing the weight
of responsibility in his concern for the churches has been a great blessing to our movement. The
Board is also thankful for David’s wisdom as the Board again sought to navigate a godly path in
the face of a very complex world.
The Board members for 2017 were:
Rev Matt Anstey
Mrs Pam Condie
Dr Anne Klose
Mr Alistair Macpherson
Dr Neil Parker
Pastor Ben Pearson
Rev Brian Robertson
Rev Dr Andrew Teo
Mr David Unwin
Rev Dr David Loder
Mr Phillip McCallum

Senior Pastor Kruger Parade Baptist Church
South Pine Community Church, former State Commissioner
Girls Brigade
Gateway Baptist Church, part-time lecturer Malyon College
The Grove Baptist Community Church, Director of law firm
Associate Pastor Toowoomba Community Baptist Church,
former Hospital Superintendent
Senior Pastor Northreach Baptist Church
Senior Pastor Coral Coast Christian Church
Senior Pastor Toowong Baptist
Life Point Christian Church, Chartered Accountant CPA
and Senior Partner of accountancy practice
General Superintendent
Director Administrative Services

As a movement of Baptist Churches here in Queensland, we give thanks for the wonderful variety
of gifts the Lord has given to us as a people. We pray that as each of us uses our gift/s, that we
together will grow more and more like Christ, causing many in our state and beyond to see his
great love and come to experience the amazing grace, love and joy of Jesus our Lord.
Peter Sweetman
Board Chair
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Administrative Services
My tenth annual report as the Director of Administrative
Services is brought to you reflecting on all the activities of a
busy and complex time throughout 2017. I thank God for
his many blessings throughout the year, and His sustaining
mercy in the tough times.
The year overall has been a good and solid one - stabilizing
and reinforcing many of our work practices, although there
has been some fairly significant staff changes towards the
end of the year. Holly Hayward resigned from her role of
Projects Officer, a position that still remains unfilled. Kirsten
Bungey, who had served with Admin Services for four
years, was transferred into a new role working with the Ministry Team on projects and events.
Her position was taken up by Trish Emmerson, who has launched into her responsibilities with
us with the enthusiasm and joy she seems to bring to everything she does. In an internal
restructure, Greg Guerrero who has handled our accounts for nine years, was transferred into
a position with Baplink, and the daily processing of accounts for QBSG was ‘outsourced’ to
Baplink accordingly. I continue to be blessed by the ongoing input of my Personal Assistant Jos
Woollett, Receptionist Sharon Humphry, and our QB Centre Groundsman – Denis De Maria.
These three continue to be a genuine blessing and encouragement as they diligently serve in
their roles.
I made comment last year about QBSG’s office move to the northernmost building of the QB
Centre. While this took place in June 2016, I think we have really only started to understand the
benefits of the new space during 2017. The layout of the new space has really been a benefit
for us, especially the significantly enhanced reception space which provides a warm and
welcoming “front door” to the QB Office. There has been a bit of tweaking to do, notably in terms
of internal branding, office fitout details, and directional signage around the property, that have
really brought the project to completion. We still have a little office space unfilled around the
Centre but are approaching full tenancy now, including being the home for more than a dozen
organisations.
A highlight of the first part of the year was our Annual Assembly at Mapleton, at which we
announced the plan to hold Convention at Cairns in 2018! In the second half of the year, we
moved into the QB Review process at a Board level, about which there will be more comment
elsewhere in these reports. Our roles are rarely dull! Another important development was the
formation of a Baplink Management Committee, which has relieved some of the pressures on
ASG and brought in another excellent level of specialized banking expertise. It is pleasing to
see how that group has established itself in the initial few months.
Our 2017 statistical collection for the churches received a great response, and I appreciate the
manner in which churches got their information back to us. The policy of consolidating statistical
collection into one place and time has gathered momentum, and I think is generally well received
(although it is a big job to fill out the paperwork now!). The core questions in our statistics have
now been asked consistently for nine years, and it is pleasing to see that the overall statistics
for our churches have grown every year in this time. Membership of our churches this year is
up by almost 4% to 17,373, while other measures of “size” have also shown steady growth. The
church community has grown by 1.2% to 51,402 and the number of people at services each
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week is up 0.7% to 29,366. Thank God for 855 recorded baptisms in our churches throughout
the year, and there has been solid growth in offering income as well. A newer statistic we
collected for just the fourth time is the number of people being contacted through community
events, which was 175,614 in 2017. This is lower than last year’s figure, but above the figure of
the previous two years.
Financially, our year was good, with surpluses being shown in almost all operations around QB.
Because we consolidate the financial results of such a broad organisation into one set of figures,
the numbers end up being very significant, but it is good to be able to look a little behind the
scenes in our consolidated reports and see the result entity by entity. I thank all those who work
so hard in our Charter Groups and Departments to produce these excellent results.
I would also like to thank those who serve in a voluntary capacity on the Board and all of the
committees around the place. I gain something of a unique perspective of this as I move among
these groups, and recognise that there are many who bring significant talent to these tasks and
serve us through their considerable efforts.
Finally, but not to diminish their significance, I want to thank my family who support me
extraordinarily through all that is going on. Some might describe my responsibilities to be in
meetings on multiple nights of most weeks and the like as “thankless” – but it is not true; I receive
significant affirmation in my role. But I think the impact this can have on family is often underappreciated, as my wife and clutch of teenagers often find a vacant spot at the evening meal
table. I deeply appreciate their support of me, and wish to recognise their selfless sacrifice in
allowing me to do all I do. Thank you Shelley, Nathan, Steph and Ben.
And thank you God! I am regularly reminded that I lack the wisdom, the strength and the talent
to lead this ministry in the manner that is required, but in God’s strength, we can do remarkably
more than we could even imagine. I rest in His strength and thank Him for His leading. May
that always be my starting point every morning.
God bless!
Phillip McCallum
Director – Administrative Services
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Baplink

The past 12 months has again been eventful with many initiatives focused on improving and
expanding services offered by the ministry of Baplink.
We have seen Xero subscriptions soar to over 130 of our QB churches, with ongoing support
provided on an as needs basis by Colin Chandler and Chelsea Evans. As a cloud based
accounting solution, Xero offers flexibility while being extremely user friendly and efficient in
its function. We are planning for further expansion of this service in the coming year, as the
great outcomes continue to be shared across the QB network. We also expect to see growth
with our interstate counterparts. Just recently we provided Xero training to the Tasmanian
Baptists, who then opted in for an installation.
Changes in ASIC regulatory requirements have imposed significant changes within our sector.
The roll out of these changes presented significant logistical issues for the Operations Team
of Baplink, as we worked with clients to ensure all paperwork reflected the required changes.
We are so very grateful to all of our customers for their patience and grace as we navigated
this cumbersome process.
Kingdom Offset Accounts also required updated paperwork. We now provide these accounts
as a Corporate Authorised Representative of AFSL holder Theta Asset Management Ltd. How
these accounts function remains the same, and information can be obtained via
www.baplink.org.au or by calling 1800 65 0062.
2017/18 has seen some changes within the Baplink team, and we have farewelled Tony
Doevendans, Kym Stendrup and Elisha Roberts. We are so grateful for their time served here
at Baplink, and wish them every blessing in their future endeavours. In response to these
changes we have overseen a gradual and organic restructure of the team, and during this we
have seen God work to redefine roles and provide new staff specifically skilled to support the
growth of Baplink, our increasing compliance related complexities and diversification of
Baplink’s offerings. We are pleased to have Denis Hasney and Megan Kercher on board, as
well as Greg Guerrero having transitioned from the QB accounts team into Baplink.
One of the greatest milestones for Baplink has been the formation of BMC (Baplink
Management Committee). This group is chaired by the long standing ASG Chair Alwyn Peffer,
who is accompanied by some very gifted individuals – David Eagle (Crosslife – a Baptist
Church), Murray Lawrence (Mareeba Baptist Church), Nick Rees (Bridgeman Baptist
Community Church), Geoff Robson (The Grove Baptist Community Church) and David Toma
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(Bethel Romanian Baptist Church). Of course, we also benefit from the wisdom of Stewart
Pieper and Philip McCallum as ex officio members. Since BMC’s commencement we have
welcomed a greater level of rigour being given to the governance of Baplink. Ultimately this
has given rise to increased reporting, planning and accountability – all critical for ensuring
Baplink is stewarded well into the future.
The financial results for Baplink for 2017 were again strong.
Total approved loans – $19M
Total Investments – $69M
Net operating profit - $573K (less the transfer of insurance provision to QB for $341K)
We continue to look toward God for his guiding and provision for Baplink into the future.

Robert Chapman
Manager
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Baptist Heritage Queensland
What we have heard and learned, that which our ancestors
have told us, we will not hide from their descendants. We will
tell the next generation about the LORD's praiseworthy acts,
about his strength and the amazing things he has done.
Psalm 78: 3 & 4
Baptist Heritage Queensland was established in 1984 as the
Baptist Historical Society of Queensland to promote interest in
the heritage of Baptists in Queensland. Since that time, it has
conducted public meetings featuring families, people,
organisations, buildings and movements that have contributed
to Baptist work in this state.
The Society aims to encourage churches and their members to preserve their heritage through
the care of records and memorabilia at local church and denominational levels. Several guide
sheets offering help on the process of archival work and church record management are
available for free distribution.
The Society met three times in 2017 – 25 February, 10 June and 28 October – at the Baptist
Archives. Office bearers for the year were Eric Kopittke (President), Bill Hughes (Secretary),
Hope Colegrove (Treasurer) and Rosemary Kopittke (Publications Officer). New members are
always welcome!
The Plaques Project
For some time now, Baptist Heritage Queensland has been exploring the possibility of marking
places of historical importance to the Baptist cause in Queensland with appropriate markers.
We had previously marked three places – in William Street where the first Baptists in
Queensland met with other Christians to worship (1851), in the country at Vernor near Lowood
where the first German Baptists in Queensland erected a church to the glory of God, and on
Toowong Baptist Church, the oldest Baptist Church still in use.
On 7 May 2017, the BHQ President, Eric Kopittke along with Rev Richard Kingham, Pastor of
City Tabernacle Baptist Church, and Rev Dr David Parker, Archivist, Baptist Church Archives
Queensland, had the pleasure of unveiling a large plaque on the front of the City Tabernacle
Baptist Church building. Designed by Richard Gailey, a member of the church, the building was
opened 9 October 1890. The plaque identifies the building as one of the significant churches in
the Brisbane CBD. It was unveiled on the 160th anniversary of the visit to Brisbane of Rev James
Voller from Sydney to advise the first Baptists in the colony at a very critical time in the
congregation, and to encourage them to take positive steps to continue their fellowship despite
the great difficulties they faced. He also performed the first baptism in Brisbane.
On 13 August 2017, the BHQ President, Eric Kopittke along with Mark Ng, Pastor of Windsor
Road Baptist Church, and Rev Dr David Parker, Archivist, Baptist Church Archives Queensland,
had the pleasure of unveiling a large plaque on the front of the Windsor Road Baptist Church
building. The building was designed by John B. Nicholson and was opened 6 July 1888,
replacing an earlier chapel erected nearby in 1874 and enlarged in 1878. Built in the Victorian
Carpenter Gothic style, 70 feet x 40 feet in size, the building has lancet trefoil windows with rose
windows in the gables.
14

Further work on the “plaques project” continues and it is hoped that further plaques will be able
to be placed to mark sites significant to our denomination. Many former Baptist church sites
have been redeveloped thus obscuring their history but a plaque would remind the passer-by of
the significance of the site. We encourage Baptists throughout Queensland to identify significant
places and buildings in their areas. We hope they will take steps to have them marked as a
means of witness and thanksgiving to God for his grace and faithfulness. We invite help with
this project, so please contact us if you are interested.
Baptists in the Golden West project
Work continues on the Baptists in the Golden West project that aims to document the story of
Baptists on the Darling Downs and further west. The geographical area is enormous – some
320,000 sq km – covering the area from Toowoomba and Highfields south and west to the
borders of the state. As in other rural areas of Australia there has been a decline in the
population and associated with this, some churches have closed. Documenting the story of the
Baptists in these areas is an interesting project but one that presents challenges. We invite
support and help from anyone who has been part of Baptist work in this vast region over the
years. Documents, photographs, information and stories are all welcome, as is assistance in
research and writing.
Queensland Baptist Forum
Three issues of the BHQ newsletter Queensland Baptist Forum were produced this year. The
Forum goes to those on our membership list and others. It contains a variety of interesting
articles, mainly on historical subjects, but also covers other matters such as Baptist principles.
A hearty thank-you is extended to Rev. Dr. David Parker for his tireless work in editing the
Forum.
Archives
Due to changes in the occupancy at the QB Centre, the Archives has been able to expand into
an adjacent room. This provides an extra 45 m2 of space (total 105 m2), 55 metres of shelving
and cupboard storage, and much extra desk space (now total area 145 sq m). However, it will
be best used as an overflow working area for regular operations and for visitors rather than
storage space for main Archives’ material as it is not fully climate controlled. A more powerful
de-humidifier has been purchased and installed in the main room with the older one in the annex
to try to keep the humidity level constant.
The biggest ‘find’ this year has been the original constitution of the Edward St/Fortescue St
church, dating from 1865, which has been in the QB ‘safe’, after having been lodged with the
Baptist Union just on 100 years ago.
Digitisation of Materials
The digitisation of the Archives extensive photographic collection, which includes a
comprehensive index, continues with Bill Hughes having digitised more than 1300 photographs.
The project to produce searchable digitised copies of the Queensland Baptist, the Australian
Baptist, Year Books and Annual Reports is approaching completion with just the years 19912005 of the QB remaining. The results of the project have proven to be of immense value,
unlocking so much historical material that would otherwise require tedious searching.
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On-line Church buildings photo album. During the year, we have been able to update this
collection of Queensland Baptist church images, covering 140 buildings, from about 1930 to
1955, thus covering a century. From here on the task will become vastly more complicated due
to the building boom and the proliferation of churches. Visit this site:
http://www.dparker.net.au/qbch1955/index.html
In Conclusion
An invitation to join the Society is extended to anyone who has an interest in the maintenance
and development of our Baptist heritage here in Queensland. Members have a wide variety of
backgrounds – do not be put off joining just because you are not an historian!
Mr Eric Kopittke
President
(Ably assisted by Bill Hughes and David Parker)
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Baptist World Aid Australia
I want to begin this report with a huge ‘thank you’ to all the churches in
the QB movement who support our work at Baptist World Aid Australia.
Your support means so much to us! We could not exist, nor impact those
in poverty around our world without you, our valued supporters. I also want
to add a note of personal thanks. It has now been around 18 months since
I began this role as the Queensland State Representative for Baptist
World Aid Australia, and in this time the churches of QB have
wholeheartedly embraced me in my role. For this I sincerely thank you.
About Baptist World Aid Australia
Our vision at Baptist World Aid is of a world where poverty has ended,
and all people enjoy the fullness of life that God intends. We seek to see
this vision realised through two, equally important partnerships:
•
•

We partner with local, Christian agencies overseas to empower communities to lift
themselves out of poverty, challenge injustice and build resilience.
And we partner with Christians and churches in Australia, particularly those from the Baptist
movement, in generous giving, ethical consumption, courageous advocacy and faithful
prayer in order to achieve justice for people living in poverty.

Financial
Baptist World Aid Australia has achieved another very effective year. Financially, we continue to
retain a strong position. Our total revenue result for FY2017 was $19.04 million. $1,666,405.60 of
this revenue was from Queensland churches, and individual donors. Thank you!
International Programs, Disaster Action, and Child Sponsorship
It may surprise you to know that Baptist World Aid Australia is the largest of the global Baptist aid
agencies. As such, we are uniquely positioned to be able to have an amazing impact in the poorest
communities around the world. In FY2017 we were able to reach 102,363 households, directly
impacting 292,857 people, and indirectly impacting 885,931 people! (For more info on these stats,
head to: http://baptistworldaid.org.au/impact)
In FY2017, we implemented international aid and development programs through 39 local and
international Christian partners overseas in 25 countries. Through 82 projects, we are providing long
term change in the lives of children, families, and communities in some of the world’s poorest nations.
This includes 31 Disaster Management projects which in FY2017 provided lifesaving assistance to
48,810 people, 38 Community Development projects which benefited 174,236 people, and 13 Child
Centred Community Development (CCCD – child sponsorship) projects which impacted 100,618
children! These efforts aim to build long-term sustainable solutions which are developed at the
community level, to address the complex and multifaceted dimensions of poverty.
Advocacy
Perhaps the most exciting step forward in the advocacy space in FY2017 was the initiation of an
inquiry into introducing a modern slavery act into Australian legislation (we have been advocating for
this for some time!) Such legislation would require Australian companies over a certain size to report
on what systems they have in place to mitigate the risk of slavery and exploitation in their supply
chain. This legislation, if introduced, would make a huge difference in the lives of those who make
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the clothing and other items that we buy in Australia, and has the potential to be one of the strongest
actions Australia can take to liberate those who have been enslaved around the world.
In Queensland, during FY2017, we had 7 grassroots catalyst groups in our churches standing up
and speaking out for those who cannot speak for themselves (Proverbs 31:8-9). Catalyst groups
have campaigned for Australia to give its fair share in aid. They’ve spoken out about slavery and run
community awareness events about the need to purchase ethically.
Beyond FY2017, In FY2018, we released the 5th edition of our Ethical Fashion Guide. This year, it
graded 407 brands, providing an overall grade (from A to F) on the strength of their labour rights
management systems to mitigate the risk of modern slavery, child labour, and exploitation in their
supply chains. Higher grades correspond to systems which, when implemented well, should reduce
that risk.
Stats for Queensland
In FY2017 we had 89 people in Queensland sign up to sponsor a child through Baptist World Aid.
In FY2018 I had around 100 meetings with pastors and church leaders. I have also been granted
the opportunity to preach in over 40 Queensland Baptist churches in FY2018, and talk about the
work of Baptist World Aid... thank you!
In FY2018 one Queensland church has become a Baptist World Aid Church Partnership church. In
doing so, they have chosen a country to partner with, seeking to raise an agreed amount for our
work in that country (for more info on church partnerships visit: https://baptistworldaid.org.au/faithin-action/in-your-church/church-partnerships/ or talk to your State Rep!)
We have achieved a lot together this year, but there is always more to do (which shouldn’t surprise
us given what Jesus says in Matthew 26:11 – when He quotes Deuteronomy 15:11a – “The poor
you will always have with you”). However, our response to this ongoing need ought not to one of
indifference or stinginess, rather, it should be one of open-handedness to those in need around us,
as God commands in Deuteronomy 15:11b. Together, we can respond to God’s call to give
generously to the poor and the needy, showing all who are watching on that there is a better world
to be had under the headship of Christ. Thanks for partnering with us in this Mission!
Pastor Brent Van Mourik
Queensland State Representative
Gabriel Lacoba
Director of Community Engagement
Baptist World Aid Australia
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Carinity
Reaching our Community
2017 was a year of firsts for Carinity, a period of evolution
and growth made possible by the vision, hard work and
dedication of those entrusted to care for our clients.
Carinity continued to make significant strides in delivering
our mission: to make a real difference to people in need
and to create communities where people are loved,
accepted and supported.
We innovated and implemented many initiatives for our
organisation across our diverse services and heralded the
planning and opening of major new infrastructure projects,
which will enable Carinity to provide care to more Queenslanders at both ends of the state.
Aged Care and Retirement
The year started with Brisbane Lord Mayor Graham Quirk turning the first sod on our new $30million residential aged care development at Brookfield. Due for completion in July 2018,
Brookfield Green is a state-of-the-art, 96-suite building that will accommodate older residents in
Brisbane’s western suburbs and is part of our vision for integrated aged care and retirement
communities state-wide.
The Residences at Cedarbrook on the Gold Coast opened its doors to residents in August and
was formally opened by Federal Minister for Aged Care, Ken Wyatt, in November. This stunning
$25-million residential aged care community is the first in Australia to incorporate a working
horse and cattle farm, after a unique partnership with The Southport School. We are furthering
social connections and plan to introduce honey production as a social enterprise with the local
beekeeper’s association.
Carinity’s vision for The Avenues at Fairfield Grange in Townsville – our first new retirement
village in over nine years – came closer to reality in 2017. Stage One of the $30-million project
is more than 40% sold off the plan throughout 2017. A display villa is now complete and ready
for public inspection. We also continue to develop plans for a new aged care community in
Toowoomba as an extension of Brownesholme Manor retirement community.
Home Care
Carinity continues to embrace technology to aid the delivery of its services. We have developed
“Mobi”, a tablet device designed specifically for seniors to help them stay connected with family,
friends and the community and reduce social isolation. Mobi is being rolled out across Wide
Bay, Brisbane and Ipswich as part of our Home Care service, which enables older residents to
stay living in their homes with help from a lifestyle carer.
Sweeping Federal Government changes to in-home care services were introduced in February
(2017) empowering older Australians with greater choice. Over the first year of operation we
increased our Home Care customer base by 30% as we transformed the delivery of services
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through efficiencies and a new service model. It speaks volumes for the quality and flexibility of
our services that we are now helping more Queensland seniors than ever before. In light of this
success, we have expanded to Bribie Island and Hervey Bay and we plan to meet client demand
by launching in the Sunshine Coast next year.
Chaplaincy
Carinity’s chaplaincy service continues to strengthen its position with services expanding across
the state to meet client need. Our chaplains now provide spiritual care and support to thousands
of people in hospitals, correctional centres and aged care communities between Cairns and the
Gold Coast. With a vision to expand this service, including placing a chaplain in every hospital
in regional Queensland, Carinity has developed a Certificate IV in Chaplaincy and Pastoral Care,
to train more chaplains.
Youth, Disability and Community Services
Through our community service initiatives, Carinity provides care, comfort and opportunities to
young people, the homeless and people with disability. These services include Carinity Fassifern
Community Centre partnering with PCYC Ipswich to bring the award-winning “Braking the Cycle”
program to the Boonah community. The free program uses volunteer mentors and communitysponsored vehicles to help disadvantaged young people gain the 100 hours of driving
experience required to obtain a licence which is essential to help them obtain employment.
We also celebrated the success of teenagers who found work or accessed further education or
training after enrolling in the “Get Set for Work” and “Dreams Achieved” programs. This included
the launch of Carinity Fassifern Community Centre’s own café in June, to enable people with
disability, and youth at serious risk of prolonged unemployment and homelessness, to serve
their community by working in a real café operation.
Carinity also continues to serve young people, and those with disability, in Beaudesert,
Toogoolawah, north and south Brisbane and Rockhampton, and provide accommodation to
youth in central Queensland and those who are homeless on Brisbane’s northside.
Our Australian-first domestic violence initiative ReNew completed its first year in 2017. The 20week program demonstrated positive results in restoring healthy relationships between mothers
and their teenage sons and has received national media coverage. The initiative, which aims to
steer boys away from a life of violence against women, is likely to influence the development of
prevention programs across the nation.
Education
In July, we opened a new special assistance school in Gladstone, our fourth across the state.
The community embraced the school with 23 students attending the opening. Enrolments for
the 2018 academic year doubled to more than 50 students with another 18 on a waiting list.
Further demonstrating the solid demand for our education services, student enrolments at
Carinity Education Rockhampton and Carinity Education Southside grew by more than 10%.
Carinity Education Southside in Brisbane celebrated its 20-year anniversary in September witha
reunion of current and past staff and students who have benefited from our alternative option to
mainstream schooling, creating a better future for themselves.
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Carinity Education Rockhampton obtained Registered Training Organisation status from the
Queensland Curriculum and Assessment Authority, meaning students can now work towards
attaining qualifications through vocational training.
Carinity Innovation Grants
Carinity continues to support and strengthen relationships with Baptist churches across
Queensland through our annual Innovation Grants, providing funds for churches to start new
community outreach projects or expand existing ministries. Carinity funded 10 projects in 2017,
with a total of $43,500 in grants allocated. Over the past 12 years Carinity has helped kick-start
more than 120 church initiatives through grants totalling $373,500.
Volunteerism and Community Engagement
Our people are our greatest asset. We celebrated the hard work and dedication of the unsung
heroes of Carinity – our volunteers, chaplains and supporters – at our biennial “Thank You High
Tea” held in Brisbane in November. Awards were presented to our standout volunteers,
chaplains and support groups, whose exemplary contributions to Carinity and the people we
serve is emblematic of the care provided by all within our organisation.
Going Forward
There is no doubt our people, volunteers and supporters continue to enable us to do good work
across Queensland through their uncompromising commitment to helping others in need. It is
Christ’s values which underpin the culture of our organisation and drive us forward every day.
As we count down to our 70th anniversary in 2018, we have so much to celebrate in partnership
with Queensland Baptists and we are thankful for the support of churches and congregations in
every local community.

Jon Campbell
Chief Executive Officer
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Global Interaction
2017 was a year filled with lifechanging events as Global
Interaction, our Australian Baptist
Global mission, continued to
expand its ministry across nine
least-reached people groups.
Relationships continued with a
further nine people groups in
Australia, Asia, the Pacific, the
Middle East and Africa. Nationally
we have seen the number of
cross-cultural
staff
increase
among the nine least-reached
groups among those we have the privilege to serve.
We praise God we have seen large numbers of folk baptised in Papua New Guinea, several
small house churches formed in Thailand, a hunger to learn about God among the Yawo
people in Malawi and Mozambique, the Gospel being presented in Lebanon and many
across the areas we serve enquiring about Jesus. Global Interaction works around
contextualised relationships. This means spending considerable amounts of time learning
culture and language, so that, when the right time comes, the good news of Jesus can be
shared in a way in which the listener understands.
But, Global Interaction also serves in serving our Queensland churches. We seek to
resource churches, be that in supplying a cross-cultural worker to speak at your church
service, or providing provisions for Sunday schools, missions committees, youth and young
adults groups, men’s sheds or women’s groups. Jesus said, “…I will build my church”
(Matthew 16:18). We are privileged to come among our Queensland Baptist churches to
share what our LORD Jesus Christ is doing in our world.
The Year…
The “missions” year tends to start rather slowly as most churches are intent on beginning
their own programs for the year. Pastors like to fill their own pulpit as they cast the vision
for the year. However, I have found a warm reception as I begin travelling out across the
state, visiting with pastors and church mission’s committees. During May Missions Month
we had six speaking opportunities across South East Queensland. We are seeing an
increasing number of churches conducting a “missions expo” and we often receive an
invitation to join with other missions to share what God is doing around His world. Other
state-wide trips during the year included Far North Queensland, Darling Downs, Sunshine
Coast, Gold Coast and a visit from Dr Walt White across South East Queensland, visiting
eight churches.
State Team
Continuing budget restrictions meant we went through the year without a third staff member,
our Young Adults Consultant. I wish to express my sincere thanks to Lynda McMahon for
the way she stepped in and largely filled the gap, often, undertaking far more responsibility
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than just her Executive Assistant role. We praise God as we see His Spirit working in men
and women of all ages, from young adults to recently retired folk. Lynda made contact with
a growing number of folk who were enquiring about cross-cultural ministry. By year’s end
we were ‘walking’ with 35 folk who are prayerfully seeking what God may have them do for
Him.
The Global Interaction Stamps Committee has again been busy with $60,000 raised from
the sale of second hand stamps, first day covers, stamp collections and coins. The
committee also provides churches and businesses with new postage stamps and prestamped envelopes. Prices are at cost as all our helpers are volunteers. Details are
available on the Global Interaction website.
During the year we initiated Global Interaction’s Prayer Rooms. We praise God we have
seen 10 groups raised across the state who gather around the first Monday every month to
pray for Queensland sent cross-cultural workers. We are always looking for new venues,
homes open to no-nonsense prayer – come, greet, pray, go. No supper required. If you
would like to open your home, please call Lynda, 3354 5603, for monthly prayer update
sheets.
State Cross-Cultural Staff
Currently Global Interaction have the following cross-cultural staff from Queensland
overseas:
Scott & Janelle (Reedy Creek) – Cambodia
Muana & Villy (Mizoram) – Thailand
Maz & Es (City Tabernacle) – South East Asia
Ben & Petra (Bracken Ridge) – the Silk Road
Morris & Ros (Gateway) – South Asia
Graeme & Coral (Sunnybank Hills) – South Asia
Bill & Pauline (Victoria) – Central Australia
Tim & Mel (Northreach/Mulgrave/Rockhampton) – Malawi, Africa
Ken & Ros returned from the Silk Road.
Rod & Kay returned from Central Asia following 12 months teaching English at a university.
Candidates
“Daz & Bee” were planning to leave for South East Asia early in 2018. However, despite
financial support targets almost achieved, this was not possible. It was a matter of
continuing to wait on God for His good time. At the time of printing the target has been
reached and Daz & Bee are due to depart Australia in early July.
Jean-Claude & Joyce have been greatly encouraged in seeing their prayer and financial
levels climbing. It has been a long, slow journey, but God is good and His timing perfect.
We expect to see them leave for Malawi early in the second half of 2018.
Tristan & Megan have also almost seen their targets achieved, on their way to Cambodia.
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Home Assignment Teams
Dema & Carolyn (North Pine), Mizoram cross-cultural workers in Thailand, spent three
months in Australia, including time in Queensland.
Ros Beasley, from our North Pine church, together with Bri Moody and Isabella Cocksedge,
travelled to Thailand to assist in running a children’s program at our Thailand team’s annual
conference.
“Fix this school” project - A group of nine men and one boy, led by Rev Ben Pearson
(Northreach, Townsville) and Rev David Elvery (Birkdale), travelled to Malawi, Africa.
Together they rebuilt two classrooms in a village close to where Tim & Mel Downes are
serving.

Rev Bob Rogers
State Director
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Malyon College
2017 was a full, exciting and challenging year for all
associated with the ministry of Malyon College. At the start
of the year Rev Dr John Sweetman announced to the
faculty his intention to retire from his role as Principal at the
end of 2017 after sixteen years of outstanding service to the
College, the denomination and the wider church
community. This, along with the Malyon Review which was
already under way, provided the stage for a year of
transition.
Nevertheless, in the midst of the obvious changes which
were to take place, the Council, faculty and staff remained
focused on their aim of “Developing Christians of Influence.”
Once again, we thank God for his goodness and faithfulness in supplying, not only students in
whose lives we have been able to invest deeply, but the necessary resources required to
accomplish our purpose which has been
To fulfil the training requirements of Queensland Baptists and to provide quality theological
education for developing Christians of influence; Christians who love God, understand and trust
their Bible, engage with their culture, skilfully minister to those they lead, and are determined to
make a kingdom difference.
We also thank God for the continuing support and encouragement of our Queensland Baptist family
who recognise the enormous value of the ministry which is undertaken by Malyon College.
Enrolments and Students
The 2017 enrolments for both semesters one and two were slightly higher than the previous year
which was encouraging. As a rule, enrolment numbers tend to be less in second semester as some
students conclude their course of studies in the middle of the year. In semester two of 2017 we had
a good number of new enrolments which means that our overall numbers were well sustained
throughout the year with around 440 units of study being undertaken in each semester, which
equates to an enrolment of 110 full-time equivalent students.
Throughout 2017 the overall break-up of how units were studied was as follows: 42% undertaken
“in-class”, 49% studied exclusively “online”, 5% of our units, particularly those being offered at a
Master’s level, being offered as “intensives.” 4% of our units last year were also offered in what we
are calling “hybrid mode”. This is where the course is delivered in the form of a short “intensive”
which is then augmented by a significant “on-line” component where students continue to engage
with the materials supplied and complete their various assessment tasks required.
Once again, our large and diverse student body was wonderfully served by the Student Council
and Kate Morris who was elected by her peers as the Student President. Kate took over from
Nathan Sands who had given two years of great service in the role. Both Nathan and Kate have
been ably assisted by the rest of the Student Council who provided great service to the student
body.
Graduation
One of the challenges that come with theological education is that, every year, we must be
prepared to say “good bye” to students whom we have come to know and love – but students
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we trust and pray who leave us deepened in their faith, deepened in their understanding of God’s
word, and better equipped to serve Christ, his church and God’s great mission in this world.
On 26 February 2018, the Malyon Graduation service, held at Bridgeman Baptist Community
Church, witnessed 48 people graduating with awards which ranged from Diploma of Ministry to
Master of Arts in Theology. One of the blessings of ministry in the College setting is the
realisation that as the faculty invest in the lives of the students, we are also making exponential
investment in the cause of the kingdom of God.
We are again indebted to Queensland Baptist churches and pastors who enable our students
to gain practical experience through their involvement in the Field Education program of the
College. While there have been some changes to this program over recent years, we continue
to be committed to the invaluable contribution of this program particularly in the development of
effective pastors and ministry leaders.
Council
In 2017 there were some further changes to the Malyon Council with Richard Kingham
concluding his second term of service at the end of the year. Richard provided 8 years of faithful
service as the Council Chair, but was ably replaced by Matt Hunt in this role. Ann Farrell also
completed her second term of faithful service and Wendy Carter, who had worked hard on our
fund-raising efforts, decided that it was also time for her to step down from her role. We are
grateful to each of these for their dedication and service to the ministry of the College.
Throughout the year the Council continued to be served by John Sweetman (Principal), Peter
Francis (faculty representative), David Loder (QB General Superintendent), Phillip McCallum
(QB Director of Admin Services), Richard Kingham, Mark Hodgson, Phil Nickerson, Mark
Mackay, Jodi Traves, and Haydn Lea (student representative).
Faculty and Staff
Throughout 2017 our full-time faculty comprised of John Sweetman (Principal; Practical and
Pastoral Studies), Peter Francis (Vice-Principal, Field Education Director; Practical and Pastoral
Studies, Missions), D Morcom (Church History, Greek Exegesis, Baptist Studies), Charles de
Jongh (Academic Dean; Bible, Youth), Ian Hussey (Online Developer, Postgraduate Studies
Director, Practical and Pastoral Studies, New Testament), Andrew Dunstan (Theology and
Launch Program Director), and AJ Culp (Languages, Old Testament).
Part-time lecturers continue to provide an invaluable contribution in the teaching ministry of the
College. In 2017 these included Neil Bernard (New Testament and Church Liaison), Dave
Benson (Practical Theology, Apologetics, Evangelism), Anne Klose (Spiritual Formation, Baptist
History), Sue Prince (Pastoral Skills and Methods), and Steve Forward (Chaplaincy in
Educational Settings, Field Ed).
Rev Dr Derek Tidball also came from the UK to teach one of our MA units on “The Kingdom of
God.” The faculty’s regular participation in both Professional Development days and Graduate
Colloquium continue to ensure that they are keeping up with the ever-changing face of tertiary
and theological education.
Throughout 2017 many of our students once again derived enormous benefit from the guidance
and assistance of Denise Powell who served as our on-campus student tutor, and Don McLellan
and Neil Bernard who provided online tutoring services.
The day-to-day smooth operation of the College owes much to the valuable work of our other
staff members. Russell Matthews continued to provide outstanding service in his multiple roles
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as College Manager, Registrar and College Chaplain. He was ably assisted in the administration
office by Jonathan Lamprecht (Student Support Officer), Krystal Lopez-Barahona
(Communications and Promotions Officer), Paula Tobin (Bursar) and Jackie Morcom (Office
Assistant).
Jill Walker continued to provide an invaluable service in maintaining our library. She was
regularly assisted by volunteers Margaret deMaria, Sue Kingsford and Michael Simmill.
Malyon Review
Throughout much of 2017, a major review of the operations of Malyon College was undertaken
with a view to maintaining our position as one of Australia’s leading theological colleges. This
review, which was finalised in August, considered all aspects of the College’s services and
operations and sought to determine the level to which Malyon was fulfilling its vision, purpose
and core values and meeting the needs of churches, pastors, students and stakeholders.
While the final report strongly affirmed Malyon’s operations, structure, reputation and overall
direction, the review team also identified a number of areas where some change had the
potential to further enhance the effectiveness of our ministry as we move into the future that God
has prepared for us.
In October of 2017, the Malyon Council, together with the faculty, held a full day retreat to
workshop the recommendations posited by the Review Team. As a result, the Malyon Council
in November endorsed the majority of the recommendations either directly or with some slight
revisions. The recommendations of this review were then used extensively in the shaping of the
next five-year strategic plan for the College.
I thank all who worked so hard to process the huge amounts of data that were collected. I feel
confident that, in God’s perfect timing, this review has provided a wonderful platform for our
future growth and development as a College.
New Initiatives in 2017
One of the recommendations of the Malyon Review was for us to begin to explore the viability
of establishing what might be called Malyon Online Support Hubs, where groups of students,
studying online, would be able to gather together in regional hubs to receive tutoring support
and encouragement. By the end of 2017, steps were already being undertaken to initiate a trial
of such a program.
In 2017, we also began to invest more intentionally in the use of Zoom technology to connect
with our online students. Dave Benson also began experimenting with some live-streaming of
lectures where online students, who are available at the time of the lecture, could remotely join
in the class.
The Malyon Centres - Malyon Leadership, Malyon Traverse, Malyon Workplace, Malyon
Preaching
The Malyon Centres have continued to use social media and other forms of electronic
communication to good effect as they develop and expand their various spheres of influence in
the wider Christian community and beyond. NeoLeader Conferences were held in Brisbane and
in Rockhampton, with both of them being well received. Traverse held a very challenging
conference, appropriately called “Re-evangelise,” which likewise received good support. The
“Transforming the Workplace” Conference organised by Murray Wright and held at the Brisbane
Convention Centre attracted around 200 delegates which continues to demonstrate the worth
of this initiative. In February of 2017, “Malyon Preaching” also held its Annual Preaching
Conference with Allan Demond drawing a good crowd of preachers, all keen to develop and
improve their ability to communicate the Word of God.
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Transition of Leadership
With the announcement of the retirement of Rev Dr John Sweetman from his role as Principal,
the QB Board established a nominating committee who were responsible for establishing a new
job description, advertising the position, and then interviewing prospective candidates for the
role. After having applied for the position, I was later interviewed by the nominating committee,
who in turn recommended that my name be put forward to the QB Board for consideration. Upon
their approval, my name was subsequently submitted to a Special Assembly of Queensland
Baptists on 30 August 2017 where my nomination was endorsed.
Personally, I have been greatly humbled and delighted to have received not only the support of
the Assembly, but also the warm encouragement and support of the College faculty and staff.
The announcement of my new appointment, which was to commence on Monday 27 November,
necessitated the reworking of my Study Leave plans for the second half of 2017. While having
the opportunity of teaching at the Saura Bible College in the Solomon Islands for a month in July
and early August, and then returning to continue marking assignments from the Intensive course
which I had taught just before my departure, I only had a fairly brief period in which to do some
further research and writing before moving into the process of leadership transition between
myself and John. In the grace of God, that leadership transition was very smooth and John was
extremely helpful in providing every opportunity I needed to gain a deeper insight into many of
the operational aspects of the College that I would need to be readily familiar with.
Thanks and Praise
As previously indicated, 2017 was a full, exciting and challenging year. Throughout this time, we
have seen the clear evidence of God’s blessing and favour upon our College, and I would like
to again thank you for your continued support, especially as I have moved into my new role.
The words of encouragement and support from so many across the denomination have been
truly appreciated and I thank God for the privilege of serving him, the College, our churches and
the wider work of the kingdom of God in this way.
Once again, we praise God for our students, our hard-working faculty and staff, and for the
hundreds of other people and churches who support us through their financial gifts, prayers, and
participation in our networks and events. Each year we are astounded as we see God continuing
to pour out his blessing upon us as a College and we continue to look to him for his wisdom,
grace, humility and strength to be about his kingdom business.

Peter Francis
Principal
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MTQ
The policy that guides Mission to Queensland is “churches
planting churches” and this means that MTQ’s role is to apply
every possible effort to support the best practice of each church
plant. It has been so good to see more churches engaging in this
aspect of mission over these last twelve months and I particularly
give thanks to those involved in new initiatives around the state.
A guiding strategy has been developed for MTQ for 2018-2020
that is in circulation at the Convention this year and it is called
FOUR PILLARS. The elements are Strategic Partnerships
through the areas of churches and pastors around the state;
Creative Re- sourcing for planters based on a two-stage
assessment process; Innovation through better training and
coaching and in particular, online webinars are proposed for later
this year; and, Persistent Prayer.
In the past year, MTQ has put in place the first stage of the on-line process for Assessment of a
leader through Lifeway Research. This first step in the process will, potentially, be followed by an
interview. This interview stage is being developed now. In addition, MTQ is developing a
relationship with Christian Coaching Institute for the development of a cohort of coaches to do the
journey with our planters within Queensland. This is not just for best practice but also for the better
support of the Planter themselves.
Through the QB website and the MTQ page, you can now gain access to the detail on the three
streams of planting supported through the ministry. These include the traditional start-ups that we
are familiar with, Simple Churches (usually based in homes) and Hybrids (church plants meshed
into community spaces). In addition, you can access documents relating to an approved MTQ
constitution template that may be used to start the governance process effectively and some
guidelines for the Supportive Church role and the LAUNCH process. I am endeavouring to support
the establishment of Simple Churches among the QB family of churches and would be happy to
speak with anyone interested in this form of planting.
LAUNCH status is the first step along the journey for all the new churches (whatever model they
might employ) being planted around the state. It takes a new church from it’s very first steps (even
before any public expression) right through until it is ready to formally apply for P1 status through
the Board. LAUNCH status is granted by the General Superintendent, Regional Consultant and
MTQ leader and allows MTQ to help all the new churches to do their journey effectively with the
right amount of support.
The INSPIRE conference this year was a wonderful experience. The speakers provided great
encouragement and practical insight around the Gospel, our ground for confidence in God Himself
and in the development of teams that can underpin church planting; the planter’s stories were so
helpful to creating a more effective community of practice for Church planting around the state.
And each planter was prayed for a number of times for encouragement and favour in their work.
Finally, there were three streams where the practicalities of planting were discussed.
The Mission to Queensland Advisory group meets with the MTQ leader three times each year.
During this year Emil Rahimov concluded his service and was replaced by Andrew Mayne
(Gateway Ormeau). Emil has been a great blessing but we all recognised that there are so many
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wider demands upon him and released him with gratitude. Continuing members in this group
include Paul Butler (New Heart), Jason Coleman (Lifepoint) and Phillip McCallum (Kruger
Parade). This group helps to guide both the process and the strategy for MTQ going forward. The
group finalises the grants each year and during the last year, grants were given for coaching as
well as for the support of the leaders themselves.
New initiatives (among others) out of Forest Lake (Pallara), Gateway (Redland Campus from
April 2018 and Logan City from July 2018) and the ongoing growth of Rosedale (near
Bundaberg) as well as developments in Sandstone Point, Riverwalk (Maroochydore), Coomera
(Rivertree - from Hosanna Logan City) and the Missional Communities among Arabic-speakers
based at New Beith have all been wonderful developments. The Cooktown church also has
secured a great young leadership couple (Morgan and Heidi Slykerman) and the work is being
renewed and sustained.
There are significant development opportunities too.
The Aura development south of Caloundra is a vast development that will take over a decade
to finalise and presents a great opportunity; the development at Ripley (a little south and east of
Ipswich); the south-west, north-west and north of Caboolture offer more wonderful opportunities
for us. In addition, the developments in Yarrabilba and Flagstone (at the foot of Tamborine
Mountain). If these areas are near you please keep in touch - while I am only part-time I will do
my best to support you as you attempt great things for the Lord. The work Matt Hunt (Crosslife)
has done in Upper Coomera (with Stef Maslen as the local pastor) has been amazing and
remains the model for how we as a movement can be usefully engaged in these new
developments where the openings are more strictly regulated.
It has been good to have the support of Ron and Paula Turner in the central and south west of
the state and particularly in Blackwater and Goondiwindi, in keeping connection to those in the
area. Both these churches have closed but there are opportunities developing in both towns as
well as in other regional centres. Julie and Paul Williams have concluded at New Heart Balmoral
during the year and the new leaders Jo and Monita Dujimovic are in place. The work has been
effectively planted and transitioned. As well Meridan church (west of Caloundra) has transferred
from the planter Doug Drinnan to Dan Harding. Once again, this whole process has been
handled so well and all these leaders are to be honoured for their service.
Finally, I would like to register my gratitude to David Loder for his support and guidance and
now in his acting role, I note with appreciation all that Stewart Pieper has offered to support me
in the role of Mission to Queensland leader.
Colin Stoodley
Leader of Mission to Queensland
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QB Kids and their families
The QB Kids & their Families have had another wonderfully
blessed year in 2017. We praise God for all He’s done, the new
leaders we’ve met and for ongoing relationships with the
churches we love and work alongside. We’ve loved hearing the
stories of kids and their families coming to know and share
Jesus and His love for them.
QCMN Partnership
Again this year QB Kids partnered with the Queensland
Children’s Ministry Network. This group of leaders in statecoordinator positions meets quarterly in an effort to discuss and collaborate across many
denominations in Queensland. Through these meetings, children’s ministry events and
resources are strengthened and shared. We partner with such initiatives as Here2Stay, Messy
Church events, Scripture Union events, chaplaincy, Girls and Boys Brigades and more –
including of course, the Ignite children’s ministry conference (see below). We consider this a
valuable partnership for the Kingdom and look forward to continuing this partnership in the
future.
Ignite Children’s Ministry & Expo / Ignite Summit Leader’s Retreat
Ignite Children’s Ministry Conference and Expo continues to be the primary training and
equipping opportunity for those serving in children’s ministry within our churches. We partner
with QCMN in promoting & facilitating this event, and invite hundreds of children’s ministry
workers from across the state to be a part of this conference. There are over 70 electives, and
Baptist churches have made the largest cohort of attendees for another year. Many scholarships
and sponsorships are made available to those living outside of Brisbane. There is a senior
pastor’s stream of electives, CRI training opportunities and more. This year we had our own Ps
Cath Tallack share as a keynote speaker, as well as a special focus on the day as to how we
can champion children with additional needs & their families in our churches and communities.
We love Ignite!
Each year we also look forward to the ‘leaders of leaders’ retreat the day before Ignite – Ignite
Summit. It’s a wonderful day for those in leadership of a children’s ministry team. We love getting
together and being encouraged, well fed and equipped for our leadership of family ministries.
Our very own Ps Tracy Valentine heads up this retreat at Gateway Baptist and as usual Tracy
and her team did an amazing job of blessing us and making us feel right at home.
August Event: Marg Spicer Orange Australia
For the last few years QB Kids has held a training event during August. We have always been
blessed by incredibly gifted speakers & leaders to share with us and this year was no exception.
We had Ps Marg Spicer from Crossway Baptist in Melbourne & Orange Australia lead us in
training on ‘Meaningful Conversations with Our Kids’ for parents and leaders. She also ran a
workshop in the afternoon for pastoral teams on ‘Vision and Alignment’ for churches. We have
been exceptionally blessed to have her share her wisdom with us.
Networking/Visits
As usual, our primary focus as a team has been meeting with and encouraging the leaders of
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kids and family ministries in local churches around the state. We have enjoyed special visits to
Taringa Baptist, Beenleigh, Toowoomba, and many coffee dates with other leaders around
Brisbane. Through Ignite and other events we have met over 10 brand new leaders in children’s
ministry. These leaders have been recently appointed by their church into either official
leadership, paid staff or pastoral positions. We have also caught up with many others in ongoing
relationships.
A particular highlight was the networking lunch hosted at Wynnum Baptist for the Eastside
churches to gather their children’s ministry teams together and encourage one another. Thanks
to the team at Wynnum for hosting the day!
Orange Conference
In April of 2017, I was able to go to the Orange Conference. It’s held annually in Atlanta, Georgia,
and is one of the world’s best and largest children’s and family ministry conferences. Orange
resources are some of the most popular and helpful tools for many of our kids and family ministry
teams so it was wonderful to be a part of the conference and bring back books, ministry kits and
new ideas. It was a particular highlight to be there alongside the Victorian Baptist Next Gen team
and meet a few of their kids and youth pastors. We are pursuing ongoing partnerships with
Orange US and Orange Australia (one of the benefits was Marg coming in August to our event)
because of the conference, and we look forward to further opportunities in the future.
You Parties
One of the ideas that was initiated at the Orange Conference was You Parties. You Parties is a
project that I have been working on since April of last year and look forward to sharing with
churches this year.
You Parties is a ministry resource for church teams to partner with foster families and assist
them in throwing a party to celebrate their ‘foster child’, or child in out-of-home care. We believe
that this ministry is a beautiful way for the church to step in, meet and care for foster families in
our communities, and for children in out-of-home care to be blessed, cared for, valued, and most
importantly, celebrated.
CRI
We are particularly thankful for our QB Kids team member and RI leader, Ps Julie Terry. Every
year Julie voluntarily runs many trainings around the state for CRI (Christian Religious
Instruction) for our churches, as well as keeps a network of our RI contacts within QB for the
purpose of sharing important information, resources and events around our state. This past year
has been particularly interesting for Julie as she has travelled to Brisbane many times to take
part in wider leadership networks within RI to ensure that our churches and RI instructors are
up to date with the latest education policies and information. We are truly thankful for her work,
for her giftedness in this ministry, and for her servant heart in providing such necessary support
to our RI community. Thank you, Julie. We pray that RI continues within our schools and
communities as fruitfully as it has done in the past; that it may continue pointing kids to Jesus.
Thank you also to the many volunteers and pastors who so beautifully give their time to this
important ministry.
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ABYM
In November 2017, it was a blessing to be a part of the wider, national conversation of Baptist
churches. Along with many members of the ministry team, I was able to go to the national
gathering of Baptist state leaders. Aaron Fozzard (QB Youth) and I were part of a 2-day
conversation between state leaders of youth, children’s, families and Next Gen ministries in our
state unions and churches. This was an invaluable time of reflection on the church in Australia
and how we can partner together for God’s glory. We look forward to meeting again to continue
this work.

We look forward to 2018 and all that God has planned!

Sally Contessi
Coordinator
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QB Women
2017 was a big year for Qld Baptist Women. God
has been expanding our team and our vision for
Queensland. We ran 5 conferences and 2 camps,
visiting some communities that we hadn’t been to
before. Our theme was Daughter of the King with our
speakers being Toni Rehrmann (ABW director,
associate pastor Darwin Baptist Church), Bronwen
Healy (Hope Haven), Charissa Steffens and Elissa
Macpherson.
Our first conference for the year was at Biloela in Central Qld with Bronwen Healy as the
speaker. This conference was run over Friday night and Saturday. Friday night was a time of
beautiful worship and sharing communion together, Saturday was full of worship, hearing from
God and times of prayer. The women who came were open and receptive to hear what God was
saying to them and we had some really great feedback.
For Far North Qld in 2017 we headed to Innisfail Baptist Church for our conference. We had
higher numbers than the previous year in FNQ. Our speaker was Charissa Steffens, and we
were excited to welcome a new team member, Shannon Perrett from Mareeba, as our host for
the weekend. It was a great time of sharing together, hearing from God, worship and prayer.
In June we headed to Mt Tamborine for our first camp for the year. Bronwen Healy was our
speaker and our format was a little different to previous years. Friday night we spent in the Mt
Tamborine chapel with beautiful worship and a lot of sharing by the women. It was a very special
time and something the women made mention of over the weekend. The whole weekend was a
real special and intimate time of hearing from God and sharing together.
In July we headed to the outback town of Longreach for the first time ever. We were excited to
have the opportunity to go to Longreach but had really no idea what to expect. We were
welcomed with open arms by the women who came, it was a small conference of 25 women,
but they were so happy to have us there, and ready to hear from God. Charissa Steffens came
with us as the speaker and the women really were touched by God. We loved going out there
and we are going again in 2018.
Mapleton was again our largest event. The women love coming to Mapleton and 2017 was no
exception. Our speaker was Toni Rehrmann from Darwin Baptist Church. She spoke on what it
means to be a Daughter of the King. Saturday afternoon the women had the opportunity to do
some outdoor activities and Saturday night was a beautiful time of reflection facilitated by some
members of our team. On Sunday we shared communion together, worshipped and heard more
from Toni. We had our Neon girls program, facilitated by Bek Taylor and Vanessa Coppard
which ran over the weekend, especially designed for our teen girls.
At the end of August, we headed out to Dalby for the first time, and had a wonderful time there
with about 60 women from the local area. We shared communion together on Friday night, and
Saturday was full of worship, hearing from God and praying for each other. We felt very
welcomed by the women and had some great feedback after this conference.
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In September we headed to Mackay for the very first time and ran a conference at Mackay Baptist
Church. Elissa Macpherson was our speaker, and the women who came were open to hear from
God. This was a small conference being our very first one in this area, but it was a beautiful time
together. We are planning to go back in 2019.
At each of these events we had reps from Baplink come and share with the women. We really felt
a great sense of family with them and are looking forward to them joining us again in 2018.
With Andy Coller’s retirement we had Brent Van Mourik with us for the first time this year. Brent
came and shared about the work of Baptist World Aid at most of our events and did a great job. At
each event we have a time of giving towards the work of Baptist World Aid’s Vulnerable Children
Fund and opportunities for Child Sponsorship, and in 2017 we raised a phenomenal $37,490.71.
We are thankful for the incredible hearts of the women in Qld to give out of what they’ve been
blessed with to help those in poverty and great need throughout our world.
We are very thankful to our host churches for allowing us to take over their churches for the
weekend, for billeting us, and for being so open to us coming. We also want to thank QCCC at both
Mt Tamborine and Mapleton
I am also very grateful that God has expanded our team during 2017. Jane Van Mourik is now part
of our team, as well as Shannon Perrett from FNQ and Natalie Stanley from Biloela. It’s wonderful
seeing what God is doing, and that the team is expanding to include women from all over Qld.
During 2017 I really felt a nudge from God that it was time to rebrand the Qld Baptist Ministry’s
Conference program and that She is… was to come to an end. I spent quite some time sitting with
that, praying and seeking to see where God wanted us to go, what he wanted us to change to and
why. I felt that with a new leader and a new team that He wants us to head in a new direction and
to have a new vision.
So, with that in mind, we are now known as:
Anew Conferences – Women with a Heart for Change. Isaiah 43:19
Change within – to know we are deeply loved by our Heavenly Father. Isaiah 43:4
Change in those around us – to deeply love those around us and to share God’s love with them.
To work towards changing the world for those in poverty by prayer, giving and going.
Proverbs 31:8-9 Psalm 82:3-4
In 2018 Anew Conferences will be running 4 conferences and 2 weekend retreats across the state
and I am looking forward to seeing what God is going to do amongst His women as we move
forward.
Cathy Knechtli
State Director
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QB Youth
This last 12 months has been both exciting and
huge for QB Youth and Young Adults. QBY&YA
has piloted a successful Sate Youth Camp,
grown the annual Youth and Young Adults
Pastors/leaders/teams Retreat, continued
3Dm, had an amazing financial gift to boost the
ministry time and capacity throughout the
State, and had openings across the State to
meet more Youth and Young Adult Pastors and
leaders.
S.E.N.S.E (Support, Encourage, Network,
Strategise, Engage)
Sense is going well. More doors are opening across the State and I am meeting with
pastors and leaders on a more frequent basis. The conversations are making more
work for me, however my knowledge of the spiritual, theological and socio-economic
climate of Queensland is increasing.
Some of the happenings for this period have been:
State Youth Camp
This event was a great success with 210 attendees from 17 churches, all from the greater
south east. The number was perfect as we did not know what to expect. QCCC and
QBY&YA partnered to see this come to fruition, and each were blessings to the other.
This pilot was met with great feedback and demand for future camps. God was glorified
and the attendees were sent out with the challenge to be disciples that are discipled and
disciple others. At least one person came to faith and around 30 people have been
baptised or are in the process of learning about or planning a baptism.
On 21-23 January 2019 there is a second SYC planned, likely with the theme of
“…fearless”. During the next 6 months I will be pulling together a team, writing training,
and promoting the camp.
QBY&YA Pastors/Leaders/Teams Retreat
Retreat was great this year with a significant sense of community developing over the
event. Attendees nearly doubled from last year. A highlight was seeing new youth
leaders hanging out with older pastors, asking great questions, gleaning wisdom and
creating networks. Mike Stevens was our keynote, and many were reminded of the need
for character. All were challenged to become more relational in their discipleship
strategies.
The next annual retreat event is planned for 18-20 March 2019 and we have a dream to
see 80 people attend.
3D Movements
3DM is a global movement made up of leaders, church leaders and lay leaders from across
the globe. The last two years have been a huge blessing for all involved in the QBY&YA
Huddle. It is coming to the end of the first funding and currently theological discussions are
under review.
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Neoleader
Neoleader is an annual initiative developed to train and equip future leaders. My role is to
connect and create pathways of development through conferences in other regions.
Finances
A financial gift and blessing of 2 days for 2 years has been given to my role by a local church
enabling me to focus further on helping youth and young adult ministries flourish.
What’s next?
Projects in the pipeline: •
•
•
•
•

Ping Pong a Thon
Neoleader Regional
Discipleship Plan
QBY&YA website and social media with specific resources
Resourcing and training

Please be in prayer for these happenings for the year ahead:
•
•
•
•
•
•

For an effective team with character rooted in Jesus for the State Youth Camp.
For all Retreat attendees to help their teams focus on Godly character while developing
competencies in ministry.
For the right team with creative ideas for website and social media resource.
For Godly discussions, discernment and direction for QBY&YA huddle as they focus on
the 3Dm discipleship/leadership tool.
Praise Jesus – He has given funds for 2 days for 2 years for my role. Pray for continuing
funds for this ministry.
For my vision (SENSE) for more growth, and doors to open across Queensland for
conversations, pastoral care, strategising and engaging in the mission of creating a
discipleship culture.

Aaron Fozzard
QBY&YA Ministry Team Leader
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QCCC
The Lethem Covenant
An astute banker, Kenneth Lethem instigated Queensland
Baptists’ Camping Ministry in the early 1930s, at the height
of the Great Depression, with his generous donation
towards the purchase and development of a property at
Currumbin for the purposes of camping ministry.
Concerned for the ongoing stewardship and longevity of the
ministry Mr Lethem placed conditions on his provision to
demonstrate “this was not a casual or hasty gesture but one
which he desired to benefit many generations to come and
he had the foresight to make provision for this.” The
conditions agreed to by the Baptist Union on 23rd November 1937 included:
•

•

•

That at least 25% of the profits from camps shall be transferred to a Reserve Fund to
cover replacement of buildings when they are worn out. (In 1989 QB’s Financial Advisory
Board appear to have increased this amount to 80%).
That the Union has the right to sell the land, and/or other buildings, and equipment on
the whole property, provided the proceeds are devoted to a similar purpose. (The
proceeds from the sale of the Currumbin property were ultimately invested in Mapleton,
Tamborine Lodge, Camp Toowoomba, Magnetic Island Camp and Barrawinga).
That these conditions be printed annually in the Year Book of the Baptist Union of
Queensland (so they would not be forgotten).

The reason Mr Lethem was so passionate about camping ministry was because he saw its
potential to invest in young people and church community. In particular:
•
•
•
•

The proper development of spiritual, mental, social and physical welfare of young people
in accordance with the example of Christ and the teaching of Scripture;
The encouragement of the habit of regular Bible Study and prayer and the expression of
Christian ideals in daily life and in the service of others;
The increase of interest in and the assistance of Home Mission work and other
denominational activities; and
The encouragement of young people to regard their lives as consecrated to Christ and
His Service and to consider His claim as affecting their vocation.

Fulfilling the Mission
Mr Lethem would have struggled to understand how his vision might be delivered eighty years
later, in the “Asian Century”, fuelled by the internet age and in an Australian society increasingly
removed, and even hostile, to organised church. However, it’s highly likely he would have
applauded the entrepreneurial innovation and flexibility of QCCC’s ministry initiatives developed
to stay true to the principles he hoped for camping ministry.
On behalf of Queensland Baptists QCCC hosts and inspires 40,000 young Queenslanders on
an annual basis, and is invited to influence and facilitate the culture and environment of more
than 400 Queensland schools. QCCC’s exercise of ministry in the sweet spot where the Triple
Mandate of Christian ministry (Creation, Great Commandment, Great Commission) overlaps
and the use of Outdoor Education, hospitality, service and teaching are geared towards the
development of spiritual, mental, social and physical welfare of all guests. Tools such as the
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R1202 Hand, the advent of a national and spiritual narrative of reconciliation through the
Triballink Centre and growing emphasis on leadership and hospitality programs are being used
to imbed the example of Christ and the teaching of Scripture (particularly the Beatitudes and
Romans 12) into hundreds of communities who access QCCC venues and programs.
QCCC works with another 200 church and ministry groups to grow and to deliver conferences,
retreats, men/women/family camps and evangelistic holiday camps. QCCC venues are often a
melting pot of different denominations, community groups and ministries where interaction and
growth occurs in the lives of participants and the organisations they represent. Many of these
are community and indigenous groups where QCCC provides nurture and programs, often for
youth on the downside of advantage for financial, emotional or physical reasons.
Where possible, QCCC works with fellow QB churches, schools and ministries to deliver
subsidised events, conferences and peak moments. The re-invigoration of the QB State Youth
Camp this year is an exciting return to the “good old days” which moved Dr Neville Kirkwood to
comment in the 1940s “the camping movement has developed an awakening of denominational
loyalty which is sadly lacking today. Camping bought together youth from small country
churches, who often felt alone in their witness and they learned of the wider fellowship of Baptists
in Queensland. Camping drew young people together in a sense of purpose and oneness.”
Fitting then that the State Youth Camp sessions were held in the Hall named after him!
Through the CAMPFIRE Internship QCCC, together with The Training Collaborative, has
developed a vocational training pathway in Outdoor Education, hospitality and indigenous &
cultural understanding to develop missional disciples of Jesus Christ, passionate about
promoting the work and reach of QB. As a social enterprise exercising all those functions QCCC
is well placed to advocate and train QB congregations in neighbourhood mission, using the
traditional mission practices of hospitality, relationship and contextualised proclamation.
Enormous potential for mission resides in the growth of camping programs to international
schools from Asia, particularly using the Triballink Cultural Activities Centre, and programs like
it, as QCCC’s point of difference. QCCC stands on the cusp of an immense opportunity to
influence the next generation of leaders from non-Judeo-Christian countries in Asia, a new
chapter of “inbound mission”. QCCC needs to be able to prepare for these profound nationchanging and global opportunities.
Andrew Grant
Director
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Regional Consultants

With Convention to be held mid-year in Cairns in 2018, this report will cover 2017 and the first
quarter of 2018. This allows for the considerable changes that have followed from the conclusion
of David Loder after 18 years of service as General Superintendent to be included in a timely
way in reporting to Queensland Baptist Churches.
The Regional Consultancy Team has continued to serve faithfully in a time of considerable
change, challenge but also of opportunity as God continues to work through Queensland
Baptists in building his kingdom here in Queensland.
Team and Role changes
2017
The year commenced with five Regional Consultants. Warren Crank was serving half time as a
Regional Consultant and half time with Mission to Queensland. Emil Rahimov continued to serve
faithfully in his dual role of pastor of the Brisbane Slavic Evangelical Baptist and 3 days a week
as a Regional Consultant with particular responsibility for Ethnic and Multicultural ministry. Pieter
Henning continued his valued ministry amongst our Baptist Churches in North Queensland from
his base in Townsville. Stuart Pieper commenced the year as a Regional Consultant serving the
same area of churches as he had in 2017. Stephen Ball who had spent 2016 working on the
implementation of Training Review, including changes to the initial registration process for
ministers and the introduction of supervision of new ministers, also started to take up
responsibility for specific areas of churches again.
During the year some significant changes occurred which effected the Regional Consultancy
team. Mid-year Stewart Pieper was appointed by the QB board as the Associate to the General
Superintendent. This was seen as an opportunity to prepare for a period of transition in the future
of QB. During the year Warren Crank also announced that he would be concluding his roles with
QB at the end of the year. We would like to express our thanks for Warren’s contribution to the
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Regional Consultancy team over his 2 years as a Regional Consultant. The resulting vacancy
in Southern Queensland also provided an opportunity for Pieter Henning who was based in
North Queensland to transfer to Warren’s region thus leaving a vacancy in North Queensland
from the beginning of 2018.
2018
The conclusion of David Loder as General Superintendent in February 2018 has led to further
significant changes in how the Regional Consultancy Team has operated. The Regional
Consultancy team as a group was introduced during David Loder’s leadership period. The team
under David’s leadership were not only responsible to assist churches but had a key role in the
ministry direction and implementation of the Board vision during this time.
The Regional Consultancy team both past and present would like to express appreciation to
David for both his personal support and encouragement to team members as well as he
leadership of the team over the last 16 years.
The Queensland Board had already commenced a major review prior to David’s announcement.
For the immediate future this review will continue and should feed into a process to seek and
appoint the next General Superintendent. In the interim Stewart Pieper has accepted the
appointment to serve as Acting General Superintendent. A permanent appointment for the
vacant North Queensland Regional Consultant position is also on hold. This has meant that the
responsibilities previously shared by the five Regional Consultant are being carried by the three
remaining Regional Consultants with each responsible for a much larger number of churches.
During this period of transition, we greatly value the increased involvement of our Area
Coordinators in supporting the churches.
Reflections from the Regions
Emil Rahimov
Our Ethnic Ministry continues to grow with new churches being added to our movement. We
now have a good mixture of churches that have been around for several generations and gone
through several stages of development, and churches that have emerged and got established
recently. The history of Ethnic churches that have been around for generations helps newly
established Ethnic churches to make strategic decision in their ministry so they can effectively
reach not just people of their background across several generations, but to take the Gospel
further and reach the wider community.
This is how I see my role as their regional consultant in helping Ethnic churches and their
leadership to effectively implement the ministry that Christ called them to. I am glad that Lord
has granted me good opportunities to support these churches at their different stages of
development. Through these contacts and the trust that is established, I am humbled to see the
flexibility of our pastors and leaders and the recognition of the importance of introducing English
language in ministry. The ethnic churches are making concrete steps in cooperating with other
Baptist churches of Baptist family, participating in QB events such as prayer week, pastors
gathering and convention as well as contributing to the Bapshare budget. Pastors also take
advantage of the training established for the Ethnic stream through The Training Collaborative
which is encouraging.
One major concern for newly established churches is helping friends and relatives that stayed
behind in the refugee camps. Another issue is church buildings. I want to take this opportunity
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and thank all the churches that host Ethnic churches. This is a huge help. Some of our ethnic
churches could do even more if they have their own facilities. It has been good to see how some
of our recently established Ethnic churches have partnered together to buy land to develop as
places of worship. I am glad that I can serve them in mentoring and guiding through the spiritual
side of the process.
It was also great to see QB recognising this ministry and helping them wherever possible. The
holding of the evangelism summit in Logan with Karl Faase and having a number of Ethnic
churches participating in the program, was a highlight which was gratefully received.
Stewart Pieper
In conjunction with my role as a Regional Consultant I was appointed in mid 2017 by the QB
Board to the role of Associate to the General Superintendent. In this capacity I was able to assist
David Loder through the coordination of QB Convention committee, overseeing Area
Coordinators, supervising QB Youth, QB Kids and QB Women’s, coordinating QB prayer week,
attending QB Board and Carinity Council meetings, representing the GS in his absence,
planning Ministry Team retreats, supervising the RC personal assistant, and the ministry team
admin assistant.
As a Regional Consultant I have had the honour of supporting 48 churches in 5 areas through
networking at area pastor’s gatherings, facilitating pastoral reviews, assisting in pastoral
settlements, conduct pastoral inductions, setting up registration agreements, and facilitate
church leader’s endorsement meetings.
In late February I was honoured to be appointed by the Q B Board to be the Acting General
Superintendent. In this interim time, and to assist the RC team, I am still directly supporting 9
churches in a Regional Consultant capacity. I thank God for the privilege and opportunity to
serve Queensland Baptists in these ways in this season.
Pieter Henning
The region covering Central, Northern, and Far-North Queensland is as diverse as it is
extensive, and the QB churches reflect this diversity as they seek to impact their local contexts
of ministry. The region has experienced it share of natural disasters in 2017 with the significant
adverse effects of ongoing drought as well as the devastation of Cyclone Debbie. With mining
playing an important role in these regions, the economic impact of the mining “downturn” has
been felt throughout. The resilience and “can do” attitude of pastors and churches in these
regions is a testimony to the call of God to them to be salt and light to those around them despite
the challenges that they face. The example of these faithful servants of God continue to inspire
and encourage me, and makes my role a pleasure.
2017 was a full year with pastoral transitions, some church closures, pastoral registration
interviews commencing, pastors retiring, pastors facing extended health concerns, financial
challenges for many of the smaller churches, transient communities, etc. The sudden passing
of Ps. Stephen Goode had a significant effect on the Bowen church and community. We continue
to pray for Lois Goode and her sons. Stan Solomon stepped in as the interim pastor at Bowen,
and has done a marvellous job.
Area Mini Conferences were conducted for pastors and churches for encouragement and
equipping of the rural and remote pastors and churches. These were well supported and
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received. The annual Rural Pastors and Families Retreat coordinated by Steve Ballin was held
at Lake Tinaroo and enjoyed by all.
Stephen Ball
During this period, we have seen the full implementation of the new process for initial registration
and the introduction of supervision for newly registered ministers. The process has gone
smoothly with a growing number of people involved. I would like to thank the churches and
candidates for their embracing of the new approach and pray that it provides additional support
and encouragement to our new pastors. A highlight in November 2017 was the first conference
for newly Registered Ministers Supervised. This conference will be held for all newly Registered
Ministers Supervised in their first year of their ministry. Another highlight for the year was the
Review Evangelism Summit which provided excellent input and encouragement. One of the
legacies of this Summit has been the teaching resources which are available to churches to
download.
I have also appreciated being welcomed back as the Regional Consultant for some of my
previous areas as well as becoming the Regional Consultant for some churches for the first
time. I started 2017 as Regional Consultant for Brisbane City, West and South West areas. Midyear I added the Sunshine Coast churches and in February 2018 the Brisbane South and
Ipswich West Moreton churches. I count it a great privilege to see the good work that God is
doing through our Baptist churches.
Conclusion
In conclusion the Regional Consultancy team would like to thank the churches for the trust that
has been placed in us to minister in the wider family of Queensland Baptist Churches. It would
be amiss not to recognise the sterling work and contribution of our part time assistant to the
Regional Consultancy team, Susan Harris. We would also value your prayers for wisdom and
strength during this period of transition and change, and through it all God will honoured and his
kingdom will continue to growth through Queensland Baptists.

Stephen Ball, Emil Rahimov, Pieter Henning, Stewart Pieper
Regional Consultancy Team
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The Training Collaborative
2017 saw continued growth in the engagement from the
Training Collaborative with people in the Queensland
Baptist constituency seeking out training and learning
opportunities. I am pleased to be able to provide you with a
report on our activities over the 2017 calendar year.
Our goal continues to be to develop the missional and
leadership capacity of people within the QB constituency so
that people to whom they minister alongside will come to a
personal faith in Jesus Christ, grow in Christian maturity,
build Christian community together, and serve those around
them and beyond into our world in need.
To this end we have continued to focus on the development
of the Diploma of Christian Ministry and Theology directed at training those preparing for or
involved in pastoral leadership in our churches. As mentioned in previous reports we have 3
streams of training within this qualification. The first is directed at those leading within our QB
Ethnic churches. These churches now represent nearly one in four of our QB churches, so the
preparation and training of these leaders is of great importance to our movement. In 2016 we
graduated 9 leaders from this program, and in 2017 a further 5 completed their studies. We are
grateful to Rev Greg and Ps Ruth Peckman for leading and co-ordinating this stream of training.
Their dedication and commitment to the training of leaders for these churches was
complemented by training from Rev Neil Bernard and Rev John Peterson. Please pray for this
stream of training because these learners are no longer able to access the Federal Government
student loan program (FEE HELP), which I’ll mention more about below.
The other two streams of training in our Diploma of Christian Ministry and Theology focus on
pastoral leaders in conventional church settings and new church environments. In 2017 we had
8 leaders in this stream. Most are located in our regional and rural churches and some are bivocational, and all carry pastoral responsibility while training. This is quite a different model and
is more akin to the apprentice learning on the job, than prevocational education taking place in
a college classroom, as was the case for former generations of our pastoral leaders. We expect
to see this trend extended in the future and believe we are well place to complement Malyon
College in the training of our pastoral leaders.
It has been my hope since I commenced in the position of leadership of our VET arm that the
relationship between ourselves and Malyon College would strengthen and allow for
collaboration. As you will read in the Malyon College Report, they undertook a review in 2017,
and one of the foci of their review was this very matter. We are grateful to former Principal Rev
Dr John Sweetman for his encouragement in this initiative and look forward to the developments
in this area throughout the coming years. We believe that we will be stronger and more effective
in engaging with the broad range of people in our constituency as the two-accredited training
arms work more closely together.
We continued to grow our relationship in 2017 with other expressions of QB ministry. We
worked closely with QCCC in the training of the interns in their Campfire Internship Program.
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We were able to access state government funding to support the learning program for these
interns. Action based learning in the outdoor environment is a great way for people to learn
about themselves, God and the relationship He wants to have with them as their creator. We
also continued our support of the Carinity Chaplaincy Department through the training of their
chaplains through the Certificate IV in Chaplaincy and Pastoral care qualification. Eight of
their chaplains completed this program in 2017 and we look forward to this continued
partnership. We are grateful to the collaboration developed here with Rev Don McPherson
(Chaplaincy Director) and Jesse Caufield (Inside Out prison chaplaincy).
2017 also saw work on the development of a partnership with CrossLife Baptist Church in
piloting a stream of training as part of their church internship program. This became a reality
in 2018 and we look forward to reporting on our learning and expansion of church based
training integrated into internship programs in future years.
Each year of course brings its challenges. 2017 was the last year that we were able to access
the Federal Government student loan scheme for learners who were continuing their study
from 2016. This program concluded at the end from 2017, so from 2018 all our learners are
paying their own fees. Despite this we continue to see growth in most of our programs. The
exception as mentioned earlier is our Ethnic stream, and to assist with this we opened a fund
in our account for people to donate to the support of training for leaders in our Ethnic
churches. Your contributions are welcome! Our constant challenge is our resourcing. As
our tuition fees are only a fraction as those received through Higher Education we rely on the
support of QB, and we are very grateful for that. Please pray with us as we seek to grow our
learner base and for the benefits that greater collaboration with Malyon College will bring.
Once again, I am grateful to the guidance and support of our Council. Our long serving chair,
Dr Geoff Ward, concluded his service with TTC at the end of 2017. I want to pay special
tribute to Geoff in this report as his journey in supporting TTC, and its predecessors, CALAM
Training and the North Queensland College of Ministries, goes back two decades. So thanks
Geoff! I am also grateful to the guidance of our other Council members and acknowledge
the committed support of Rev Dr David Loder over his tenure as General Superintendent.
Our staff team work tirelessly to deliver an effective training program and we thank Christine
Thomas, Janelle Tidey, Ruth Peckman, Paula Brandon, Paula Tobin and Caryle Frost for
their hard work. They are all part time (or volunteer), so juggling responsibilities across other
life roles.
A guiding verse in 2017 was from Hebrews 10:35 – 36, “Do not throw away this confident
trust in the Lord. Remember the great reward it brings you. Patient endurance is what you
need now, so that you will continue to do God’s will. Then you will receive all he has
promised.” There’s much to be said for patient endurance, so pray for us as we continue to
walk God’s path for us through 2018 and beyond.
Andrew McCafferty
Principal The Training Collaborative
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Queensland Baptists Celebrate!
Churches Planted
Karen Baptist Fellowship Logan (Phase 1)
Hope Community Baptist Church (Phase 1)
Lighthouse Logan City Community Church (Phase 1)
St John’s Community Church (Phase 1)
Church Mergers and Name Changes
Agnes Water Baptist Church (previously Agnes Water/1770 Community Baptist Church)
Jehovah Jireh (previously Agape and Jehovah Jireh)
Logan City Baptist Church (now a campus of Gateway)
Riverwalk Baptist Church (previously a campus of Lifepointe)
Zomi Christian Church (previously Zomi Christian Fellowship)
Churches Withdrawn/Closed
The Church on the Rock
Open Gate Church
South Redland Baptist Church
Ministers Ordained
Charlie Harrison (Sunnybank)
Dave Blunden (Ashgrove)
Dean Sandham (Birkdale)
Godfrey Egwu (Voice of the Lord Assembly)
Haydn Lea (Forest Lake)
John Spranklin (City North)

Josh McGinty (Cairns)
Lal Fanai (Jehovah Jireh)
Marcaus Muller (Enoggera)
Matt Maloney (Enoggera)
Theo Salahor (Deception Bay)

Newly Registered Ministers
Linda Bratovic (Caboolture)
Ben Cumerford (Gympie)
Phil Edu (Clontarf)
Graham Wray (Bracken Ridge)
Richard Carpenter
John Cook
(Moranbah)
Joshua Tan (Hertford)

Scott Rowan (Jimboomba)
Stuart Wynd (Dalby)
Will Crank (Northreach)
Will Samson (Wynnum)

Ministers Transferring Credentials
Josephine Trinh (Calvary Baptist HK)
Caleb Park (Gold Coast Mission Church)
Michael Pocklington (BUNSW&ACT)
Chi Binh Trinh (Calvary Baptist HK)
Kinh Thanh Cao (Vietnam)
David Chatelier (BUV)
Derik Kotze (Evangelical Reform Church)
Richard Cathie (BUV)
Don Valentine (BUV)
Scott Jones (BUTAS)
Stephen Hendrick (BUTAS)
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